A critical theoretical study on the two-photon absorption properties of some selective triaryl borane-1-naphthylphenyl amine based charge transfer molecules.
In the present work, we have studied the two-photon absorption (TPA) properties of some selective molecules containing triarylborane and 1-naphthylphenylamine as the acceptor and donor moiety, respectively. The calculations are performed by using the state-of-the-art linear and quadratic response theory in the framework of the time dependent density functional theoretical method. The TPA parameters are calculated with CAMB3LYP functional and the cc-pVDZ basis set. The one-photon results indicate that both the electronic transitions (S(0)-S(1) and S(0)-S(2)) are associated with the charge transfer interaction between the donor and acceptor moieties along with the reorganization of the π-electron density. All these chromophores are found to have very strong two-photon active modes. In order to find out the origin of large TP transition probability of these molecules, we have performed two-state model (TSM) and sum-over-states (SOS) calculations. We have found that the TSM failed to reproduce the correct trend of the TP transition probability of the molecules obtained from the response theory, while SOS is quite successful in doing so. The whole study indicates that the transition moments between the excited states play a pivotal role in controlling the TP transition probabilities of these molecules. The role of solvent in the TP transition probability of these molecules has meticulously been scrutinized within the polarized continuum model (PCM). Further more, we have benchmarked our theoretical findings by calculating the TPA cross-section of a boron and nitrogen containing a charge transfer molecule for which the experimental result is available and we found that our theoretical result is in good agreement with the experimental one which definitely demonstrates the potential of all these light-emitting diode molecules as TP active materials too.